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Agenda

Housekeeping & Intros

• Are we ready to comply?
• Is the C-suite out-of-touch?
• The culture barometer
• After the whistle is blown
• What role does technology play?

Whistleblowing in Europe 2022 Survey

Conclusions & Q&A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is the C-suite out-of-touch/What are the common gaps in programme resources and how to demonstrate that to the C-Suite?Confidence in whistleblowing processes and procedures is highest at the top, but are execs too distanced from implementation/management?The culture barometer/Will negative attitudes cause compliance failure? How do you encourage whistleblowing within your organisation?How do the perceptions of whistleblowing and its value to business differ across European nations?After the whistle is blown/ How ready are organisations to protect their employees? What are the likely consequences under the EU Directive?It’s not enough to simply enable reporting – how you treat the follow-up of reports is key.  What can organisations do to further improve the protection of whistleblowers?Choosing the right technology/Will outsourcing de-risk your programme & what about privacy concerns?The foundations of a successful whistleblowing program are processes and procedures, but what role does technology have to play in bringing these parts together?
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NAVEX surveyed 2,250 people across nine 
European countries to answer some of the 
most common questions asked about 
whistleblowing within organisations

Business Size: From SMBs to Enterprise

Seniority: Business and Compliance 
Professionals

Regions: UK, Germany, France, Sweden, Italy, 
Spain, Poland, Netherlands, Finland

The 2022 Survey: 
Whistleblowing in Europe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Splits:Company size – 50-249 (34%), 250-999 (34%), 1000+ (32%)Seniority – C-suite (14%), Director (21%), Manager (46%), Senior Executive (19%)Other - Age, Gender, Country, Industry.
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Are we 
ready to 
comply?
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EU Whistleblower Protection Directive:
GDPR Elements
• Lawfulness, fairness and transparency
• Purpose limitation
• Data minimisation
• Accuracy
• Storage limitation
• Integrity and confidentiality (compare impartiality)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jan's slide
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Are you aware of the Directive?
Are you aware of, and understand, the Directive?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the left, we look at the understanding of the directive – on the right, the by-country % of those who are fully aware...
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Barriers to Complying with the Directive

“We operate in many of the EU 
countries, so understanding the specific 

requirements may be a challenge as 
they differ significantly in each country.”

“Trying to understand the actual 
requirements in respect of local & 

group reporting channels.”
“Time to implement”

What do you consider to be the biggest barriers for your organisation in 
complying with the new EU Directive?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peer Comments (NCC)Maybe some people were optimistic on the awareness/understanding question?  Awareness/legal understanding may be combined here...Leadership buy-in – we'll talk about this in a bit...Budget restrictions – tied to corporate incentive?  Again, addressed later...Skills shortage – make the most of external experts – legal counsel, standards agencies (ISO) ???, and yes, solutions providers...
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Do We Fully Understand the Directive?

 How do I know what to prepare for prior to all the relevant national 
transpositions occurring?

 How do I best manage multiple national laws?

 Do I need local programmes or a centralised programme?

 How do I manage the question of tiers and regional subsidiaries?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jan's slide
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How Prepared is Our Organisation?

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
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90%

100%

Whistleblowing processes
are clearly defined

The right people with the
right training are managing

those processes

Our culture supports
compliance with the

Directive

The Directive has been
clearly communicated

internally

The Directive has been
clearly communicated

externally

How prepared is your organisation to meet the requirements of the Directive?

Strongly Agree Somehwat Agree Neither Agree or Diasgree Somewhat Disagree Strongly Disagree Don’t Know

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last two points are important and internal and external reporting and the requirement with the directive.Has third party reporting been overlooked?My organisations whistleblowing processes are clearly definedStrongly agree 33% - somewhat agree 46% - neither 12% - somewhat disagree 6% - strongly disagree 1%The right people, with the right training, are managing those processes in my organisationStrongly agree 35% - somewhat agree 42% - neither 14% - somewhat disagree 6% - strongly disagree 2%My organisations culture supports compliance with the directiveStrongly agree 33% - somewhat agree 41% - neither 16% - somewhat disagree 7% - strongly disagree 2%The directive and any new processes have been clearly communicated internally within my organisationStrongly agree 31% - somewhat agree 43% - neither 15% - somewhat disagree 8% - strongly disagree 3%The directive and any new processes have been clearly communicated externally (to clients, suppliers, etc)Strongly agree 26% - somewhat agree 37% - neither 12% - somewhat disagree 4% - strongly disagree 2%



Is the C-
suite out of 
touch?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
15 mins
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Is the C-Suite out of Touch?

 Executives are far 
more confident of 
their programmes 
than others

 Communication 
appears to be the 
area with the least 
focus

 Remember, third-
party availability is a 
requirement of the 
Directive

Percentage of respondents who strongly agreed with 
each statement

My organisation’s 
whistleblowing processes are 

clearly defined

The right people, with the right 
training, are managing these 

processes

My organisation’s culture supports 
compliance with the Directive

The Directive and any new 
processes have been clearly 

communicated internally within my 
organisation

The Directive and any new 
processes have been clearly 

communicated externally (to clients, 
suppliers, etc)

Director ManagerC-Suite
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How Safe do You 
Feel?

The Middle Management Disconnect:

"Oftentimes what you find is it’s not 
at the bottom of the management 
chain, and it’s not necessarily at the 
top of the management chain, where 
the issues are – it’s right in the 
middle”
Lloydette Bai-Marrow, founding partner 
at Parametric Global Con

Presenter
Presentation Notes
"Somewhat safe" - 42% managers/44% c-suite (/40% directors?)Jan to speak to middle management disconnect:Important for management to encourage whistleblowing – buy-in and part of the programme



The culture 
barometer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 mins
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Confidence in 
Business 
Culture

My organisation's 
culture supports 
compliance to the 
Directive

Strongly Disagree

Somewhat Disagree

Neither agree 
nor disagree

Somewhat agree

Strongly agree

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Responses are broadly similar across the region – some unexpected results, for example in Sweden.  Unusual based on general knowledge that the region is typically more receptive to WB – including our own experiences (after all, we have a team located in Sweden...).Is your culture supported or does it need to be changed/improved?  Or is this a reflection of progess? Jan...Jan – new activity for countries but input quite similar. So we see this as being positive and similar to member states. Educating stakeholders shows positive results. Over time it is being embraced.
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Are More Reports 
Better?

Do you believe that your organisation benefits from 
receiving more reports of suspected misconduct?

ITALY

GERMANY

FINLAND

POLAND

SWEDEN

NETHERLANDS

UNITED KINGDOM

SPAIN

FRANCE

Across Europe:

 More reports are better: 31%

 Less reports are better: 36%

 No difference: 27%

Sweden and Finland show a 
better understanding of the 
value of reporting than other 
nations

Spain is noticeably behind in 
this respect

More reports are better

Less reports are better

# reports makes no difference

Not sure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read out numbers/detailsPer-country variance is quite significant compared to overall percentages.If we compare these figures to the level of awareness we saw earlier – in Italy, with the highest level of awareness of the directive (57%), by contrast, only 26% of people think more reports are better.More reports don’t necessarily mean more problems – often this reflects more open communication across an organisation and an embedded desire to highlight and resolve potential issues before the escalate.Jan - Why?  Are some regions more ‘open’?  Where legislation has been in place for longer, does that make a difference?  Do some businesses understand the value better than others (leading question)?
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Organisational Benefits of Whistleblowing

George Washington University, Evidence on the Use and Efficacy of Internal Whistleblowing Systems, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attitudes towards whistleblowing can be an indication of the wider cultural health of an organisationResearch from GWU has shown a link between robust whistleblowing culture and positive business performance55% of survey respondents believe that whistleblowing is financially beneficial to an organisationIt’s important to recognise a whistleblower as someone trying to help the company, rather than a threat to the organisJan to mention the Fraud Association.
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How to Encourage Speaking-Up

"We do not need more whistleblowers. We need to get better at listening to the ones we already have."
Professor Wim Vandekerckhove

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 Key Actions to Encourage Speaking Up; Awareness, Trust and Action�Awareness – how to speak up, what concerns to speak-up on, why you should speak up Make sure the right systems are in placeOptions for reporting channels (+ locally and group level), facilitate anonymous reporting, internal promotionTrust – what will happen, what won’t happenKeep channels of communication openEncourage internal reporting and make sure employees are confident in doing so – external reporting (to press or regulators) is a major red flag.Action – acknowledgement, review and investigation, appropriate action, review process improvementLess talk, more actionKeep whistleblowers informed of progress and outcomes of investigations.  As per ISO guidance, creating feedback loops demonstrates commitment and builds confidence. 



After the 
whistle is 
blown

Presenter
Presentation Notes
30 mins
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85% of European business leaders believe 
that people who highlight potential 
breaches of law in a workplace context 
should be legally protected from retaliation 
or detrimental treatment.

Protecting Whistleblowers from Retaliation
Should whistleblowers be legally protected?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example – dismissal, demotion, bullying, loss of benefits, or other forms of harassment or intimidationCrux of the EU Directive  - majority of people support the principle of WB.  Even so, FoR is still by far the greatest barrier:Jan – do you think we will see this fear reduce as the directive becomes more accepted/commonplace?Personally, one of my biggest problems is that...The EU directive does not specify any requirements for organisations to implement “after-the-fact” measures (we'll look at that in a moment) – it focuses on creating national laws that enable reporting and yes, penalise* (to be defined per-country – business and personal) retaliation after it occurs.  It is up to member states to establish the best methods to enact the full spirit of the legislation.Jan, do you agree with this?
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Fear of retaliation is still the biggest concern

% of senior business leaders who gave 'fear of retaliation' as a main reason why 
employees might not report misconduct

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public examples may highlight a wider appreciation the public now have of people who highlight wrongdoing (and injustice?).  Where once these individuals may have been vilified, we are starting to see them lauded for their ethics, principles, and courage in standing up to those "greater" than them.  (David vs Goliath...?)That doesn’t mean that people should have to go public to feel safe though – and of course from a business perspective, it’s certainly better if they can address their concerns internally rather than to a journalist.Jan – do you think the mainstream media portrayal (supportive – but big issues) of WB is changing the way people, and companies, feel about reporting?
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What Anti-Retaliation
Processes do 
Organisations
Have in Place?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To make a more meaningful difference though, organisations need to be far more pro-active in developing protective processes that extend beyond the initial filing of a report.Jan – mention accountability additional to the controls implemented.
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Anonymous Reporting
Perceptions of anonymous whistleblowing reports 
compared with named reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our benchmark show that anonymous reports are almost as substantiated as named. The stats above saying anonymous reports are more valid/credible/actionable shows the belief that the most critical reports will not be submitted if there is no anonymous channel.Jan – Portugal the last state to prohibit anonymous reporting and now shifted to requiring anonymous channel.
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Strategies and Processes
to Monitor for Retaliation
 Case Study – Serco Group

 Allow staff to raise issues through their 
‘speak up’ line

 Sends out a quarterly questionnaire to a 
random selection of people who have raised 
issues and whose cases have been closed in 
the last 3 months.

 Designed to avoid asking leading questions

 Utilises employee engagement survey to 
gauge employees’ confidence in reporting

 Best Practices – ISO37002

 Recommendations on how and when to 
communicate with employees across 
departments

 Guidance on integrating the reporting 
process with the wider business (i.e., HR, 
Compliance, Legal, etc)

 Examples of methods to help identify 
the risks of retaliation at the earliest possible 
stage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jan - additional commentary?



What role 
does 
technology 
have to play?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
40 mins
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The Wider Compliance Programme

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whistleblowing is one of the best sources of risk data available to an organisation. Organisations can gain additional insights and build a stronger workplace culture by connecting the whistleblowing programme with the broader compliance framework. Whistleblowing data provides valuable information on the efficacy of your risk and compliance programme and provides visibility of your organisation’s risks for better reporting and decision making.The foundations of a successful programme are the policies, procedures, communications and ongoing management.  The right technology though can help to bring all these parts together to ensure a holistic, agile and effective programme.It is only through unification that organisations can gain insights into the risk exposure of the business that inform the compliance programmeSupport adherence to regulatory requirements with easy reporting, auditing and benchmarkingFuture-proof the business forward-looking functionality, integration and collaboration.Jan - discuss the future proofing concept as well.
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Providing written and oral reporting channels
 Offer a choice of reporting channels

 Ensure you can follow-up on reports and continue dialogue
 Provide on-line training to encourage speaking-up and awareness of support available

Using Technology to Help Meet Requirements

Access to reporting channels for third parties
 Enable and educate third parties on what, when and how to report – just like employees

Protection of whistleblowers against Retaliation
 Accept and encourage anonymous reporting to help address the fear of retaliation

 Implement controlled access to case information to keep report details confidential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is not just about meeting the wider Directive requirements, but about implementing best practices and future-proofing the organisation.For Phone Intake, ability to confirm the report was transcribed accuratelyReporter is read back the report by the Contact Center Communication Specialists prior to report submission (if it's not a partial report)Case can be downloaded and sent to Reporter outside of EthicsPoint for the Reporter to validate. Validation could be handled through customers DocuSign / EchoSign systemTiers and access levels that keeps case information confidentialto accommodate a wider audience (i.e., change "Are you an employee of Company?" to "What is your relationship to Company?")
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Using Technology to Help Meet Requirements

Acknowledgement of reports within 7 days
 Automated acknowledgements to the Reporter

Feedback to reporter within 3 months
 Follow-up communication with Reporter, reminders, task assignment, and case 

notifications

Reporting by legal entity (& privacy at the entity level)
 Multiple intake sites and separate tiers for different entities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ability for anonymous reporter to provide an email address to NAVEX so they can receive email notifications when follow-ups are postedMaturity requires automation – it also frees up your resources from administrative tasks so they can focus on the things that matter.Users can set reminders for themselves to follow-up on specific daysUsers can assign Tasks to themselves (or other users) to remind them to respond to the reporterIf manually setting Case Due Date, Notification Rules can be built to notify users when a case is nearing the dateSeparate Tiers for different entities – User access can be controlled via Tier Access 
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 What to do when you receive 
a report

 Outsourcing investigations

 Using internal resources

 Consolidated statistical reporting

 Outcomes sharing

 Reporting to the Board

 Risk prevention

Other Considerations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
45 minsJan's slide – please change the bullets as appropriate
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Conclusions and Best Practices

 Establish a culture of trust that encourages whistleblowing
 An exemplary role for Board
 Implement appropriate whistleblowing procedures that are beyond 

“tick-the-box” compliance
 Involve the whistleblower and focus on the information received, not 

just the source
 Prevent retaliation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
50 minsJan's slide



More Resources on EU Whistleblower Directive
White papers, datasheets and webinars covering various topics 
related to whistleblowing can be found on our website at: 
www.navex.com

Direct link to our EU Directive resource:
 EU Whistleblower Directive Portal

Additional questions? 
Contact jan.stappers@navex.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ian to take from here.

http://www.navex.com
https://www.navexglobal.com/en-gb/solutions/regulations/eu-whistleblower-protection-directive
mailto:Lauren.Vannini@navex.com
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Q&A
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